Leeds Film's new online streaming platform is now live...

Leeds Film Player: Experience LIFF 2020 on our new
online streaming platform!
We are thrilled to launch Leeds Film Player, a new online streaming platform presented
by Leeds Film, which is now host to the 34th Leeds International Film Festival
programme. From 3-19 November, you can experience over 150 exclusive feature films
and shorts available to rent, with new additions to be announced over the next week.

Feature films on the Player cost £6 to rent, short film programmes £3, and Leeds
Young Film Festival family features £3, and there are discounted packages for renting
multiple films including acclaimed fiction features and documentaries in our Official
Selection (£60), Cinema Versa (£30) and Fanomenon (£30) sections.

There are also passes for all competition programmes in the Leeds Short Film Awards
(£20) and family films from Leeds Young Film Festival (£15).

Explore Leeds Film Player
Official Selection: Anne at 13,000 ft and
acclaimed new fiction features

An incredible performance by Deragh
Campbell propels director Kazik Radwanski’s
gripping indie drama Anne at 13,000 ft into
one of the must-see films in Official
Selection. There are also two unmissable
new features by female directors: Julia Von
Heinz’s immersive thriller about activists
fighting neo-nazis, And Tomorrow the Entire
World and Mongolian director, writer and
Buy Official Selection Pass

actor Uisenma Borchu's film Black Milk.

Explore Official Selection
Cinema Versa: Legendary filmmakers,
house music and democracy in crisis

The first batch of films in Cinema Versa on
Leeds Film Player includes two fascinating
profiles of legendary filmmakers, Stanley
Kubrick and Andrey Tarkovsky. Bring Down
the Walls explores house music and the US
prison system, Mind the Gap investigates
democracy in Europe, Meanwhile on Earth
has a wry take on the end of life industry in
Sweden and The Republics is a spellbinding

Buy Cinema Versa Pass

meditation on landscape and poetry.

Explore Cinema Versa
Fanomenon: The latest in horror, fantasy,
sci-fi, action, thriller and cult films

LIFF's Fanomenon selection dedicated to
genre films returns once more. Highlights
include new British films from Marc Price
with sci-fi epic Dune Drifter and Damien
McCarthy with dark and disturbing
psychological horror Caveat. The annual
Fanomenon all-night horror marathon goes
online with Night-in of the Dead, available
from Friday 13 November, with additional

Buy Fanomenon Pass

NIOTD passes available soon.

Explore Fanomenon
Leeds Short Film Awards: Oscarqualifying shorts, animation and more

We are excited to be able to present the
Leeds Short Film Awards in their entirety on
the Leeds Film Player including the Oscarqualifying International Short Film
Competition and World Animation
Competition comprising over 60 of the best
shorts in the world this year. For the first time
we are also including the prestigious Film
Africa 2020 Baobab Award with ten great
Buy Leeds Short Film Awards Pass

films from across Africa and its diaspora.
Explore Leeds Short Film Awards

Leeds Young Film Festival:
Films for all the family at LIFF 2020

Postponed from earlier in the year, Leeds
Young Film returns with films suitable for the
whole family. It's time to get together and
enjoy highlights such as eco documentary
2040, which imagines a better future for
planet earth, The Arctic Camels, a
documentary about the only camels in the
world that live in the Arctic Circle and the
beautifully animated fairytale The Bears'

Buy Leeds Young Film Festival Pass

Famous Invasion of Sicily.

Explore Leeds Young Film Festival

Covid-19 Update

Leeds Film is part of the Leeds Arts, Events & Venues Team, which programmes events at
Leeds Town Hall, Millennium Square and Carriageworks Theatre including Leeds
International Film Festival, Leeds International Beer Festival and Leeds International Concert
Season. Please visit the Leeds Town Hall website for the latest news and updates about
future activities, as they continue to follow the latest government guidance about live events.

Leeds Film is supported by the British Film Institute
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